Strathbungo Society Zoom Meeting Notes

5th May 2020
A) Further discussion took place on the newsletter
B) Paola outlined the suggestion for an online market to replace the usual events. It was
agreed that she should approach Submarine for further information and a proposal to put to
the committee
C) It was agreed that anything happening on the day needed to conform to social distancing
guidelines

12th May 2020
A) The plans for the virtual marketplace on Bungo Back Lanes Day was on the table.
Paola outlined the proposals from Submarine - a locally based company who will be
responsible for artwork graphics, etc and advice on set up a virtual marketplace on the blog
that could be used by both local independent artists and businesses and local householders
for jumble/baking/craft, etc to maintain the ethos of the original day.
B) There will be no costs to the Society for this work. It was agreed that the Society would
run this on the basis of no costs for the stall holders, reflecting that many will be finding
generating income difficult at present.
C) It was recognised that there was work to be done seeking contributors for the day, setting
up the marketplace, and advertising the day
The meeting agreed to the proposal and Paola and Heather agreed to be the
contacts/participants on behalf of the committee,
D) It was also agreed to encourage local residents to post coverage of any events they take
part in on the day onto our media platforms bearing in mind that there would be distancing
restrictions in place.
E) Heather was also asked to contact Cameron re the possibility of live music for the day.
F) It was agreed to set up a Pay Pal account for the Society - to receive funds only. Steven
as treasurer to action - to enable us to sell bags, etc on the day and for the future
19th May 2020
A) Detailed discussion took place on the technicalities of the virtual marketplace: Data
Protection issues; using the Blog
B)Heather reported that Cameron was willing to set up a live music feed on the day to
accompany the virtual market. The musicians would get a credit and be able to advertise
their any music, etc they have available.
C) It was agreed to contact local councillors about rubbish collection in the area.
26th May 2020
Arrangements for the virtual marketplace were confirmed and posters agreed.

